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In December , John Maynard Keyes published an open letter to President Roosevelt, where he
wrote: ‘The recent gyrations of the dollar have looked to me more like a gold standard on the booze
than the ideal managed currency of my dreams.’ This was a criticism of the ‘gold-buying program’

launched in October . In this article I use high-frequency data on the dollar–pound and dollar–
franc exchange rates to investigate whether the gyrations of the dollar were unusually high in late
. My results show that although volatility was pronounced, it was not higher than during some
other periods after . Moreover, dollar volatility began to subside towards the end of the period
alluded to by Keynes.
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I

On  December , the New York Times published an open letter from John
Maynard Keynes to President Franklin D. Roosevelt. The letter, written at Felix
Frankfurter’s suggestion, was rather long and touched on many topics related to
the economic program of the new US administration.1 It opened by stating that

S. Edwards, Anderson Graduate School of Management UCLA,  Westwood Plaza, Room C ,
Los Angeles, CA -, USA; email: sebastian.edwards@anderson.ucla.edu. I thank Michael
Poyker for his assistance. I have benefitted from conversations with Michael Bordo and Ed Leamer. I
am particularly grateful to two referees and to Rui P. Esteves, editor of this journal, for very helpful com-
ments that greatly helped improve the article.
1 There are three versions of the letter. The first one was sent by Felix Frankfurter – a highly respected
legal scholar and professor at Harvard, who was eventually appointed to the Supreme Court – to
President Roosevelt via diplomatic pouch on  December . The second version was published
by theNew York Times (NYT) on Sunday, December . It was titled ‘FromKeynes to Roosevelt:
Our recovery plan assayed’. The only difference between this version and the one sent by Frankfurter is
that theNYT included subtitles. The letter takes almost a full page of the paper. There are two photo-
graphs, one of Keynes himself and one of a ‘slum clearance’, with the caption, ‘Public works: the way
out?’The third version is shorter, andwas published byThe Times of London on  January  (p. )
under the title, ‘Mr Roosevelt’s experiments: the dual policies, reconstruction and recovery’. For
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FDR was the ‘trustee for those… who seek to mend the evils of our condition by
reasoned experiment’. From there, Keynes moved on to argue that therewas a signifi-
cant difference between economic ‘recovery’ and ‘reform’. While both were import-
ant, the correct sequencing of policy was recovery-first. In addition, the policies of
‘reform’ had to be implemented gradually; ‘haste will be injurious’. In Keynes’s
view if ‘reform’ measures – including the policies of the National Industrial
Recovery Act (NIRA) and Agricultural Adjustment Act (AAA) – were pushed too
soon and too fast, they would put the policies of recovery in danger; haste would
result in a decline in investors’ ‘confidence’. In the central part of the communication
Keynes forcefully argued that recovery had to take place through an increase in aggre-
gate demand, which in turn was to be stimulated through loan-expenditures. Higher
prices, he pointed out, should be the result of expanded ‘aggregate purchasing power’,
and not of restricted supply. He also argued that, in terms of monetary policy, the key
was to ‘reduce the rate of interest on your long-term government bonds to ½ per
cent or less’.2

Halfway into the missive Keynes addressed the administration’s policies on gold
and the dollar. Hewrote that the ‘exchange rate policy of a country should be entirely
subservient to the aim of raising output and employment to the right level’. He then
added the sentence that many people remember today: ‘The recent gyrations of the
dollar have looked to me more like a gold standard on the booze than the ideal
managed currency of my dreams.’
This was a direct reference to the administration’s ‘gold-buying program’, launched

on  October .3 According to this plan, the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation (RFC) was allowed to purchase gold at prices determined periodically
by the Secretary of the Treasury and the President. As President Roosevelt explained
in his Fourth Fireside Chat, the purpose of this policy was to raise the international
price of gold and, in that way, generate a de facto dollar devaluation and, ultimately,
higher commodity prices. Almost every day, throughout the program, the price paid
by the government exceeded the world price for the metal.
Most analysts interpreted Keynes’s words as asserting that during the gold-buying

program the dollar exchange rate was excessively volatile, and that this volatility was
harmful for the recovery.4 Keynes told the President that it was time to make policy
changes:

Frankfurter’s correspondencewithRoosevelt regarding Keynes and other British economists’ views on
the administration’s policies, see Roosevelt (, pp. –).

2 NYT,  December , section xx, p. . All quotes from the letter in this article are taken from this
version (Keynes b).

3 As explained below, the gold-buying program was rolled out in two phases. Generally, the second
phase, which started in late October, is singled out as ‘the gold-buying program’.

4 See Rauchway () for a comprehensive discussion about this period. See Obstfeld and Taylor
() for an analysis that places this era in historical context. See Bordo and Sinha () for the
Fed’s policy during this period. For an analysis of this period see Eichengreen () and
Eichengreen and Mitchener (). See Mitchener and Weidenmeier () for an analysis of the
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In the field of gold-devaluation and exchange policy the time has come when uncertainty
should be ended. This game of blind man’s buff with exchange speculators serves no useful
purpose and is extremely undignified. It upsets confidence, hinders business decisions, occu-
pies the public attention in a measure far exceeding its real importance, and is responsible both
for the irritation and for a certain lack of respect which exists abroad.

Throughout the years, a number of authors have referred to Keynes’s open letter.
However, there has been no attempt to analyze it in detail, or to use formal statistical
techniques to investigate whether the dollar was ‘excessively volatile’ during the
period in question (second half of ). Harrod (, pp. –), for example,
mentions the open letter within the context of the evolution of Keynes’s views on
the international monetary system, and points out that his proposals for a new inter-
national architecture were summarized in The Means to Prosperity. In the second
volume of his biography, Skidelsky (, pp. –) provides a more detailed exam-
ination of the letter. He discusses its origin and dwells on Keynes’s goal in writing it.
Skidelsky (p. ) emphasizes Keynes’s criticism of the NRA, a program of reform
disguised as recovery that ‘should be put into cold storage’. He also points out,
briefly, that Keynes believed that it was a mistake to try raising output by depreciating
the currency. Moggridge (, pp. -) refers to the letter and to Keynes’s views
on public works and the dollar. He points out that it is unclear whether the missive
influenced FDR’s policies. Felix (, p. ) refers to the open letter in passing, and
mentions that in  Keynes was renewing his friendship with Felix Frankfurter.
Many – but by no means all – authors who have analyzed the US abandonment of

the gold standard have addressed the letter and its impact. In Ahamed’s () book on
monetary policy in the interwar period, the antepenultimate chapter is titled ‘Gold
standard on the booze’. The analysis touches on many policies undertaken during
the first year of the Roosevelt administration. However, the letter itself is only men-
tioned in passing. Sumner (, p.  and , p. ) writes about the epistle and
argues that it shows that Keynes’s concern about inflation was rather high. Rauchway
(, p. ) argues that the letter shows that ‘Keynes did not seem to understand the
political opposition Roosevelt faced.’ Dimand (, p. ) deals with the letter
briefly when discussing Irving Fisher’s proposal for a ‘compensated dollar’.
Kroszner (, p. ) mentions it in passing in his paper on the abrogation of the
gold clauses. Edwards (a, p. ) refers to the letter in his discussion of the intel-
lectual underpinnings of FDR’s dollar policy in . Some authors, including
Galbraith () and O’Connell (), mention the open letter as an early
example of Keynes’s belief that public works, financed by borrowing, would
impact aggregate demand and employment positively. None of these authors,
however, undertake an empirical analysis of exchange rate behavior during this

mechanics of the gold standard in a large number of countries in both the center and the periphery. See
the discussion below on which exchange rate Keynes had in mind when writing his letter.
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period, or attempt to evaluate Keynes’s assertion regarding the dollar during late
.5

In this article, I use high-frequency data to analyze the behavior of the dollar in the
s and s ( through ). I am particularly interested in establishing
whether volatility was higher in the last months of  – the time of operation of
the gold-buying program criticized by Keynes – than during the rest of the period.
The analysis is based on the estimation of Markov-switching regressions with
regime-dependent variances to identify periods with different exchange rate volatility
for the dollar–pound and dollar–franc exchange rates. The results obtained indicate
that, for both exchange rates, it is possible to identify three volatility regimes. As
Keynes suggested, when the gold-buying program was launched the dollar–pound
exchange rate moved to the ‘high-volatility’ regime. However, towards the end of
the program, the probability of being in the high-volatility regime declined signifi-
cantly, and the exchange rate moved to the ‘intermediate’ volatility regime.
Estimates for the dollar–franc also show that in early December  volatility
switched from high to intermediate. At the time Keynes’s letter was published,
dollar-excessive gyrations had already begun to subside.
During the years under study (–) therewere vast changes in the international

monetary system: the UK and France returned to the gold standard (in  and 
respectively); the UK came off gold (); the US imposed a gold embargo and
abandoned the gold standard (); the London World Conference failed to
achieve stabilization (); the US devalued the dollar and adopted a new system
with a fixed exchange rate relative to gold (); and France came off gold ().
In Figure  I present weekly data for the dollar–British pound and dollar–French
franc exchange rates for –. These data are measured as dollars per unit of
foreign currency; higher values, then, represent dollar depreciation (see Appendix B
for data sources).
The rest of the article is organized as follows: in Section II I discuss the path to dollar

devaluation in , a process that began on  March, when President Roosevelt
declared a national banking holiday. The section includes a detailed analysis of the
‘gold-buying’ program questioned by Keynes in his open letter. In Section III I
deal with the dollar–pound exchange rate. I display and analyze the basic data, and
I use Markov switching regressions with regime-dependent variances to study
whether the extent of volatility during the gold-buying program was higher than
during other times within the – period. In Section IV I turn to the dollar–franc

5 The letter is not mentioned in either of the two memoirs written by FDR’s adviser Raymond Moley
(, ). In his thorough volume on the discussions leading to the BrettonWoods conference Steil
() deals with many of the interactions between Keynes and the Roosevelt administration – includ-
ing his manymemos to Secretary HenryMorgenthau duringWorldWar II – but he does not discuss in
detail the NYT letter from December . In his monumental oeuvre on the gold standard,
Eichengreen () does not discuss Keynes’s open letter. The letter is not mentioned in Friedman
and Schwartz (), Temin () or Meltzer ().
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and present the Markov switching regressions for this bilateral exchange rate. Section
V contains closing remarks. Here I discuss the adoption of the Gold Reserve Act of
, and Keynes’s reaction to the fixing of the price of gold at $ an ounce.
There are also two appendixes. In Appendix A, I put Keynes’s advice in the open
letter in perspective, by (briefly) analyzing his evolving policy views on exchange
rates and gold. I point out that Keynes’s plan for the international monetary system

Figure . Pound–dollar exchange rate, spot – (weekly data)
Note: Numbers – in the horizontal axis refer to years  through .
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was similar to a plan developed by James P. Warburg, a close adviser of President
Roosevelt. In Appendix B I present the data sources.

I I

II. From the gold embargo to the London Monetary and Economic Conference
In the early hours of  March , when he had been in office barely one day,
President Roosevelt declared a national banking holiday, and implemented a gold
embargo. The purpose of this policy was to stop massive withdrawals of currency
and gold, and to put in place an emergency plan to strengthen the nation’s financial
system.6 The Secretary of the Treasury, Will Woodin, justified the embargo by saying
that ‘gold in private hoards serves no useful purpose under current circumstances.
When added to the stock of the Federal Reserve Banks it serves as a basis for currency
and credit. This further strengthening of the banking structure adds to its power of
service toward recovery.’7 On  March Congress passed the Emergency Banking
Act, which gave authority to the government to liquidate insolvent banks and to
provide support to those that were viable in the long run. On  March, banks
began to reopen their doors, and the public started to re-deposit their cash and
gold in massive amounts.8 Although (most) banks opened gradually, the gold
embargo remained in place. Three weeks later, on  April, President Roosevelt
issued an Executive Order requiring people and businesses to sell, within three
weeks, all their gold holdings to the government at the official price of $. per
ounce. 9

On  April, during the thirteenth press conference of his young presidency,
President Roosevelt stated unequivocally that the country was now off the gold
standard. Gold exports were prohibited. He declared that the fundamental goal of
abandoning the monetary system that had prevailed since Independence was to
help the agricultural sector, which had been struggling for over a decade. He
stated: ‘The whole problem before us is to raise commodity prices.’10

The next step in the path towards devaluation came on  May, when Congress
passed the Agricultural Adjustment Act (AAA). Title III of this legislation included
the ‘Thomas Amendment’, which authorized the President to increase the official

6 From a legal point of view, the declaration of a national banking holiday was based on the authority
given to the President by the Trading with the Enemy Act of . This was controversial, since at the
time the United States was not at war.

7 ‘President invokes law on hoarders’, NYT,  April , p. .
8 FDR’s First Fireside Chat, delivered over the radio on Sunday March, helped generate confidence
in the government actions towards banks. See Friedman and Schwartz () for a detailed account of
this episode.

9 Executive Order no. . See Roosevelt (, vol. , pp. -).
10 Roosevelt (, vol. , pp. -).
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price of gold to up to $. an ounce.11 A devaluation of the dollar, many thought,
would rapidly result in ‘controlled inflation’ and would help farmers by raising com-
modity prices and by lightening their debts when expressed in relation to their
incomes. A number of analysts noted that Great Britain had devalued the pound in
September , and had slowly begun to recover. They also pointed out that after
devaluing sterling the UK had established a currency stabilization fund – the
Exchange Equalization Fund.
However, there was a major difficulty in devaluing the dollar officially: most debt

contracts – both private and public – included a ‘gold clause’, stating that the debtor
committed himself to paying back in ‘gold coin’. If the currency was devalued with
respect to gold, the dollar value of debts subject to the gold clauses would automat-
ically increase by the amount of the devaluation. This would result in massive bank-
ruptcies and in a huge increase in the public debt. On  June, Congress passed Joint
Resolution No. , annulling all gold clauses from future and past contracts. This
opened the door for a possible official devaluation.12

One week after debt contracts were changed by Congress, on  June, the London
Monetary and Economic Conference was inaugurated by the King. The conference
was supposed to last for twelve weeks and to deal with an array of issues, including
international trade, credit policies, employment, protectionism, commodity prices,
and the possible return of all nations to an ‘international standard’.13 A key question
addressed by representatives of the three largest economies – theUS, Great Britain and
France – was whether exchange rates should be stabilized during the duration of the
conference. France’s position was that without stabilization it was impossible to make
progress on the other issues. The US and the UK were not opposed, in principle, to
(temporary) stabilization. The question was at what rates to do it. This issue was nego-
tiated in tripartite meetings that operated parallel to the official conference.14

On  July, the conference delegates were shocked by a message sent by President
Roosevelt. He wrote that he was dismayed by the direction the discussions had taken.
There was too much emphasis on short-run exchange rate stabilization and not
enough on commodity prices and recovery. He added that the US would not partici-
pate in any effort to stabilize the exchanges in the immediate run, and that the con-
ference’s fixation with short-term stability responded to ‘old fetishes of so-called
international bankers’.15 He declared that the aim of the parley ought to be generating

11 The Thomas Amendment gave the President three options to help increase commodity prices:
devaluing the dollar, remonetizing silver at a ratio of  to  relative to gold, or issuing up to 

billion dollars of non-backed currency or greenbacks.
12 On  February , the Supreme Court ruled for the government in what were known as ‘the gold

clause cases’.
13 See Paslovsky ().
14 For a detailed analysis of the London Conference, see Edwards (b).
15 Roosevelt (, vol. . pp. -).
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mechanisms for ‘controlled inflation’.16 Following Roosevelt’s message – known as
the ‘bombshell’ – the conference stalled, and three weeks later it adjourned
without achieving any of its goals, not even the most modest ones.
The London Monetary and Economic Conference of marks a major turning

point in President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s policies towards gold and exchange rates;
there is a ‘before London’ and an ‘after London’. After the conference, US policy
towards the dollar became proactive and experimental; between October  and
January  it was based on a program aimed at manipulating theworld price of gold.

II. The gold-buying program of October 
As noted, during his first year in office, President Roosevelt repeatedly stated that one
of the most important goals of his administration was to raise commodity prices. For
example, on  April , after announcing that the US was abandoning the gold
standard, he said:17

Thewhole problem before us is to raise commodity prices. For the last year, the dollar has been
shooting up [this was a reference to the depreciating pound sterling] and we decided to quit
competition. The general effect probably will be an increase in commodity prices. It might
well be called the next step in the general program.

During the first half of August  the President met several times with George F.
Warren, a professor of agricultural economics at Cornell University, to discuss com-
modity markets. In  Warren and his colleague Frank I. Pearson had published a
book, Prices, where they analyzed price behavior for a score of products and countries
during more than one hundred years.18 Their conclusion was that individual com-
modity prices went up and down because the world’s stock of monetary gold
increased and decreased through time. According to their results, the correlation
between these variables was extremely high, almost perfect. This meant, they
argued, that the easiest way to raise commodity prices was by increasing the dollar
price of gold. Warren and Pearson emphasized that their approach had nothing to
do with traditional monetary theory. For them, what the Federal Reserve did was
rather irrelevant, as were the quantity theory of money and the equation of
exchange.19

16 On  July, immediately after Roosevelt’s communiqué, Keynes published an article in theDaily Mail
where he congratulated the President for refusing to stabilize the exchanges in the short run. The
article was titled ‘President Roosevelt is magnificently right’. Keynes wrote that ‘international
exchange management should be an essential part of the policy which he has in view’ (Keynes
, p. ).

17 Roosevelt (, p. ). See Hausman et al. () for a discussion on the farm channel in the US
recovery from the Great Depression.

18 Warren and Pearson (). For an in-depth analysis of the work of George F. Warren and the gold-
buying program, see of Sumner (, ch. ). For a discussion of Warren’s ideas in the context of the
policy views of the early s, see Edwards (a).

19 In that sense, in spite of some superficial similarities, theWarren view differed significantly from Irving
Fisher’s ‘compensated dollar’ proposal. Warren and Pearson (, p. ); Fisher ().
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In mid August, President Roosevelt decided to put Warren’s theories to work, and
asked Dean Acheson, the acting Secretary of the Treasury, to ‘try his hand at a draft
(for discussion only) of an Executive Order offering to buy newly minted gold for 
days at a fixed price say $ an ounce and an offer to sell gold to the artists and dentists
at the same price’.20 At the time the official price of gold was $.. Twoweeks later,
on  August, Executive Order No.  was issued. The Secretary of the Treasury
would now accept newly minted gold for sale on consignment. This metal could be
sold to individuals authorized to acquire the metal – artists and dentists. The purchase
price would be ‘equal to the best price obtainable in the free market of the world after
taking into consideration any incidental expenses such as shipping costs and insur-
ance’.21 The expectation was that by buying gold at the ongoing world price –
which was higher than the ‘official’ price of $. an ounce – agricultural prices
would increase rapidly. Throughout September, however, commodity markets con-
tinued to be depressed. By the end of the month the price of corn was  percent
lower than on  July; the prices of cotton, rye and wheat had declined by , 
and  percent relative to that date.
On Sunday October, FDR delivered his Fourth Fireside Chat. He reiterated that

the definitive goal of the government was to ‘restore commodity price levels’.22 He
said that in order to accomplish this goal he had decided to expand the gold-
buying program. The Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC) would buy
newly minted gold at prices determined from time to time by the Secretary of the
Treasury and the President. If needed, the RFC would also buy and sell gold in
the world market at these prices. The most important difference between this new
gold-buying program and the one established on  August was that under the ori-
ginal plan gold purchases were at ongoing world prices, while the new initiative per-
mitted the government to set any price it wanted, and to alter it as frequently as it
desired.23

On  October, the first day of the program, the RFC paid $. per ounce of
gold,  cents above the world price. During the next  days or so, FDR, with
Professor George F. Warren’s assistance, determined every morning the price at
which the RFC would buy gold during that day; almost always at a premium over
the world price.
The RFC made its first international purchase on  November, when it bought a

small batch of gold in France at $. an ounce.24 On November, Jesse Jones, the
chairman of the RFC, informed the press that since the launching of the program the

20 Acheson (, pp. -).
21 Executive Order no.  may be found in Acheson (, pp. -). Interestingly, it is not in

FDR’s Public Papers compilation.
22 Roosevelt (, vol. , p. ).
23 In order to get around the fact that the official price of gold was still $. an ounce, the RFC paid

with its own discounted debentures, which were immediately bought by the Treasury at par. See
Acheson ().

24 ‘First gold buying puzzling to Paris’, NYT,  November , p. .
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corporation had bought , ounces of newly minted gold domestically. He stated
that the amount of gold bought in global markets was modest, but refused to divulge
the exact amount. That day the price offered was $. per ounce,  cents higher
than the international market price. On  November, an informed source who did
not want to be identified stated that to that date purchases abroad had amounted to
only $ million. By late December the RFC was paying $. per ounce of gold.25

In early January , almost coincidentally with the publication of Keynes’s open
letter, the gold-buying programwas effectively ended.26 On  January , one day
after the Gold Reserve Act of was signed into law, the President set the new offi-
cial price of gold at $ an ounce. The Treasury would buy and sell internationally any
amount of metal at that price, in order to settle trade payments. Americans, however,
were still forbidden from holding gold. This price was in place until mid . See
Section V for a further discussion on the Gold Reserve Act.

I I I

Before proceeding to the empirical results, it is important to discuss which exchange
rate Keynes had in mind when he penned his open letter.Was he alluding to the bilat-
eral rate between the dollar and sterling? Was he thinking of the dollar–gold rate? Or
was he focusing on a weighted average rate that included various currencies?27

According to Skidelsky (, p. ), in the second half of  Keynes was
mostly concerned with the volatility of the dollar-pound rate. More specifically, he
thought that a US short-term policy goal should be ‘to keep the dollar-sterling exchange
rate as stable as was consistent with an accelerating programme of loan-financed public
expenditure’.28 Skidelsky’s views are supported by Keynes’s ownwritings. Earlier that
year, on  July, he published an article in the Daily Mail where he discussed FDR’s
‘bombshell’ communiqué to the London Conference. In this piece Keynes supported
FDR’s decision to oppose short-term stabilization of the dollar, relative to gold, at a
level that was inconsistent with higher commodity prices. But he added an important
caveat. The President, he wrote, ‘would be unwise…to reject every plan, however
elastic it is, for regulating the dollar–sterling exchange’.29

This emphasis on the stability of the bilateral dollar–pound exchange rate was a
short-term consideration. For the longer run, Keynes believed that all nations
should try to stabilize their currency values relative to gold. He presented a specific
plan for a new international financial system in the pamphlet The Means to

25 ‘Fluctuations surprise the capital’, NYT,  November , p. .
26 Formally, the program continued through January , but there was only one price change: on 

January, from $. to $. per ounce. As I point out below, if I extend the period considered
under the program, the results are virtually identical.

27 Since in  (and until mid ) the franc was fixed to gold, the volatility of the dollar ratewas equal
to that of the dollar–gold rate.

28 Skidelsky (, p. ), emphasis added.
29 Keynes (, p. ), emphasis added.
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Prosperity, published in March of . He referred to this plan as a ‘qualified return to
the gold standard’. Under it, he asserted, ‘stability of the foreign exchanges… would
ensue’.30 In Appendix A of this article I discuss Keynes’s proposal, and I compare it
with a plan independently developed in mid  by FDR’s adviser James P.
Warburg.

III. Preliminary analysis for the dollar–pound
In the rest of this section I analyze the extent of volatility of the dollar–pound exchange
rate during –. As noted, the main purpose of this analysis is to assess whether, as
Keynes argued in his open letter, during the gold-buying program of  the dollar
became excessively volatile. In Section IV, I expand the analysis to the dollar–franc
bilateral exchange rate.
Figure  presents theweekly percentage change of the pound–dollar exchange rate.

Visual inspection suggests four chronological phases.31 () A volatile period before the
return of the UK to gold. This phase goes from January  to April . () A
(very) tranquil period corresponding to the time when both the US and the UK
were on the gold standard, from May  to September . During this phase
exchange rate changes were minimal and stayed within the ‘gold points’. () A turbu-
lent period following the abandonment of gold by the UK in September . This

Figure . Weekly percentage change pound–dollar rate
Note: Numbers – in the horizontal axis refer to years  through .

30 See Keynes (a, ch. IV).
31 A ‘chronological phase’ is not the same as a ‘volatility regime’. The former refers to changes in the

extent of volatility through time, while the latter focuses on the structural characteristics of different
regimes. It is possible that there are many different chronological changes, characterized by moves in
and out of a smaller number of ‘regimes’.
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volatile period continued after the abandonment of gold by the US in April , and
lasted until late January . Notice that the ‘gold-buying’ program takes place
towards the end of this phase, and is highlighted by a shaded area in Figure 

( October –  December ). And (), a period of limited variability which
took place after the Gold Act was passed by the US Congress on  January .
As a preliminary step, in Table  I present descriptive statistics for five subperiods,

and for the complete period, –. In addition to the four chronological phases
mentioned above, I have included the period that extends from the announcement
that the US was off gold ( April ) to the effective end of the London
Conference, with FDR’s ‘bombshell’ ( July ). As may be seen, there are signifi-
cant differences across subperiods. For instance, the standard deviation corresponding
to the gold-buying period is among the highest of all subperiods. In Table  I report
on a battery of tests for the equality of variances between the gold-buying program
( October –  December ) and – and –. The results in Panel A
indicate that the null hypothesis of equality of variances is rejected under all tests
for the comparison of the gold-buying program and first turbulent period
(–). On the other hand, as may be seen in Panel B, the null of equality of
variance during the gold-buying program and the post-UK gold period
(September  – October ) cannot be rejected in three of the four tests.32

Table . Dollar–pound exchange rate, – (weekly percentage changesa)

Mean Median Maximum Minimum Standard
deviation

 Jan  –
 Apr 

. . . −. .

 May  –

 Sept 
. . . −. .

 Sept  –

 Oct 
−. −. . −. .

 Apr  –
 Jul 

. . . −. .

Gold-buying program
( Oct – Dec )

. −. . −. .

Complete period . . . −. .

aA positive number denotes a depreciation of the dollar; a negative number is an appreciation
of the dollar and a depreciation of the pound.

32 Notice that in this comparison the devaluation of the pound on  September  – which resulted
in a negative spike equal to -. – is part of the post-gold sample. If this specific observation is
removed from the sample, and the analysis is started on  September, the standard deviation for
the post-gold period becomes ., slightly lower than that of the gold-buying program. In
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III. Markov switching regressions: weekly data, –
In this subsection I present the results from the estimation ofMarkov switching regres-
sions with regime-dependent variances to identify periods with different degrees of
exchange rate volatility. As noted, I use weekly data for –. An advantage of
this methodology is that the researcher does not incorporate his priors into the ana-
lysis; instead of arbitrary defining (and comparing) different volatility phases, the data
are asked to determine how many distinct volatility regimes may be identified. The
data are also asked at which dates the degree of volatility switched across regimes.
The basic Markov-switching model with regime dependent variances has the follow-
ing form:33

dlog xt = g kð Þ þ s kð Þ1t (1)

Where dlog xt is the weekly percentage change of the pound–dollar rate, g(k) is a
linear regression function that may depend on the k regimes, εt is an iid normally dis-
tributed error term, with a standard deviation that is also regime dependent and may

Table . Test of equality of variances: dollar–pound
A. Between the period  January  –  May  and gold-buying program ( October – 

December )

Method df Value Probability

F-test (, ) . .
Siegel-Tukey . .
Bartlett  . .
Levene (, ) . .
Brown-Forsythe (, ) . .

B. Between the period  September  – October  and gold-buying program (October – 
December )

Method df Value Probability

F-test (, ) . .
Siegel-Tukey . .
Bartlett  . .
Levene (, ) . .
Brown-Forsythe (, ) . .

this case it is not possible to reject, with any of the four tests, the null hypothesis of equality of variance
across these two periods. When other subperiods are compared to the gold-buying program, the
results are similar.

33 See Hamilton (), Hamilton and Susmel ().
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exhibit some form of autocorrelation. This type of switching volatility model was
developed by Hamilton and Susmel (), and has been used by Edwards and
Susmel (), among others, to analyze exchange rate volatility around turbulent
periods. In Markov models the regime probabilities p(k) are assumed to depend on
the previous state (Hamilton ):

P st ¼ ijst�1 ¼ jð Þ ¼ p ji tð Þ ¼ p ji tð Þ: (2)

The intercept in g(k) in equation () is regime dependent and may be interpreted as
(partially) capturing the degree of risk aversion in each regime. We anticipate that in
the case at hand there will be, at least, two regimes: one corresponding to very low
volatility, which would include the years when both countries were under the
gold standard, and a different, high volatility state, when one of the two nations (or
both of them) was off gold. The key question is whether it is possible to identify
more than one turbulent regime. If this is the case, we are interested in understanding
which of these volatile regimes the gold-buying program belongs to. More specific-
ally, the question is whether the gold-buying period corresponds, as Keynes suggests
in his letter, to the regime with the highest volatility or whether, on the contrary, it
falls in the regime with intermediate volatility.

Base case results
In the base case estimates I allow for a regime-dependent intercept, a lagged depend-
ent variable and regime-dependent variance. The error is assumed to have a common
AR() term. Hansen likelihood tests indicate that the best characterization of the
period under study corresponds to three regimes.34 The results for theMarkov regres-
sions are given in Table : Regime  corresponds to intermediate volatility; Regime 
to low volatility; and Regime  to high volatility. All estimates of the regime-depend-
ent variance, log (sigma), are significant at conventional levels, as are the coefficients for
the lagged dependent variables, and the common AR() term. When slightly differ-
ent specifications were used, three regimes were still identified and the relative values
of the coefficients were maintained (more on this below). As may be seen in Table ,
the differences in the extent of volatility across the three regimes are significant: the
estimated variance during the high-volatility regime is . times higher than the esti-
mated variance for the intermediate volatility regime. The latter is, in turn, . times
higher than the estimated variance during the tranquil period.
Table  provides a summary of the transitional probabilities and the regimes’ dur-

ation. As may be seen, the diagonal probabilities are very high, indicating that there is
significant regime persistence. This table also shows that there is a . percent prob-
ability that if the system is in the high-volatility regime, the following week it will be
in the intermediate-volatility one. The probabilities of moving from some degree of
volatility (either intermediate or high) to tranquility, or vice versa, are very low. As

34 Hansen (, ). See Edwards and Susmel () for a discussion of this test.
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anticipated, the low-volatility regime has the longest expected duration, at weeks.
The expected duration of high-volatility regimes is .weeks, and that of intermedi-
ate volatility is only . weeks.

Table . Markov switching regression, dollar–pound: –, regime-dependent variances

Sample (adjusted):  January  –  August 
Included observations:  after adjustments
Number of states: 

Variable Coefficient Std error z-statistic Prob.

Regime 

C .E- .E- . .
INTER_POUND(-) −. . −. .
LOG(SIGMA) −. . −. .

Regime 

C .E- .E- . .
INTER_POUND(-) −. . −. .
LOG(SIGMA) −. . −. .

Regime 

C −. . −. .
INTER_POUND(-) −. . −. .
LOG(SIGMA) −. . −. .

Common

AR() . . . .

Transition Matrix Parameters

P-C . . . .
P-C −. . −. .
P-C −. .E- −. .
P-C . . . .
P-C −. . −. .
P-C −. . −. .
Mean dependent var . S.D. dependent var .
S.E. of regression . Sum squared resid .
Durbin-Watson stat . Log likelihood .
Akaike info criterion −. Schwarz criterion −.
Hannan-Quinn criter. −.
Inverted AR Roots .
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Figure  contains the smoothed regime probabilities corresponding to the base-case
estimates. As expected, the low-volatility regime (Regime ) is correctly identified as
the period when both nations were on the gold standard and the dollar–pound
exchange rate moved within the gold points. As expected, the post-Gold Reserve
Act of  period – when a new official price of gold in the US was set at $ an
ounce – corresponds to intermediate volatility; during this period the pound was
still off gold and fluctuated according to market forces (although the British inter-
vened from time to time through their Exchange Equalization Fund, established
on  April ). As may be seen, between September  and January ,
there are several shifts from high to intermediate, and back to high volatility. In add-
ition, and as is shown in greater detail below, the system moves into high volatility at
the beginning of the gold-buying period, but half way through it, it switches back to
intermediate volatility.
In order to analyze in greater detail regime switches during the latter part of ,

in Figure  I zoom in on the transitional probabilities for the intermediate and high-
volatility regimes between  August and  December . For expository reasons
I have excluded the low-volatility probabilities; they are mostly zero during these
 weeks. This figure shows that the system moved into the high-volatility regime
during the last week of August, at the time the original gold-buying program,
which purchased metal at ongoing world prices, was announced and launched
(Executive Order no. ). The dollar–pound rate stayed on the high-volatility
regime until the last week of November, when it switched to intermediate volatility.
That is, Keynes was right in pointing out that the gold-buying program generated
high-dollar ‘gyrations’, but what he failed to notice (or to mention) is that towards
the end of the period this volatility had abated, and that the pound–dollar rate was
back to an intermediate volatility regime. Keynes also failed to mention that although

Table . Markov transition summary, dollar–pound: transition probabilities and regime duration

Transition summary: Constant Markov transition probabilities and expected durations
Sample (adjusted):  January  -  August 
Included observations:  after adjustments

Constant transition probabilities:
P(i, k) = P(s(t) = k | s(t-) = i)
(row = i/column = j)

  

 . . .
 . . .
 . .E- .

Constant expected durations:
  

. . .
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Figure . Regime-smoothed probabilities, dollar–pound: weekly data, –
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during the gold-buying program the dollar–sterling bilateral rate was characterized by
high volatility, this was not higher than during other periods around that time. As may
be seen in Figure , the dollar–sterling rate was also in a high-volatility regime for
several weeks after the UK abandoned gold in September , and for some
weeks during  and –.35 According to this analysis, it is not possible to
identify a different regime (with even higher volatility) during the gold-buying
program.

Figure . Regime-smoothed probabilities, dollar–pound: weekly data, August–December 
Note: M, M and so on refer to August , September  and so on.

35 Immediately after September  heightened volatility was due to the fact that the UK came off
gold. However, as shown in the section on the French franc, at that time the dollar–franc rate also
experienced an increase in volatility.
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An interesting question is why volatility declined towards the end of November
. The most plausible explanation is that the administration realized that the dis-
cretionary way in which the RFC prices were determined generated heightened
uncertainty. It was around that time when Jacob Viner – the respected University
of Chicago professor, who would become an adviser to the Treasury in  –
wrote a longish memorandum to Henry Morgenthau, Jr (then the acting Secretary
of the Treasury), where he explained that the gold-buying program was not
working as promised. A serious problem, Viner asserted, was that the purchases
abroad were too small, and did not really change the international price of gold. In
addition, the discretionary changes in the price of gold, and the absence of a clear
program geared towards stabilization, were encouraging speculation, and negatively
affecting investment decisions.36 Starting in mid December, daily prices paid by the
RFC changed more gradually, and the RFC premium became smaller and more
stable.Data from the forwardmarkets for the dollar relative to several currencies, collected
by Einzig (), suggest that starting in the secondweekofDecember themarket began
to sense that a major change to the exchange rate regime was in the works.37

Robustness and extensions
In order to test for the robustness of the results reported above, I estimated a number
of Markov-switching regressions with alternative specifications. In particular, I intro-
duced additional regressors, including the one-month forward premium in the
exchange rate market (see Appendix A for data sources). As may be seen from
Table , the coefficient for this variable is significantly positive. More importantly,
the results regarding the number of regimes, the relative sizes of the variance in
each of them and the transitional probabilities are very similar to those reported in
the base case estimates and discussed above, and provide support for the main conclu-
sions of the analysis. Notice that in Table  the forward premium was introduced as a
regressor that is not regime dependent. However, if it is included as depending on the
regime, the results are very similar, and don’t affect the conclusions in any significant
way (results available on request).
I also analyzed whether therewere switches in the volatility regime around import-

ant dates during –. In addition to the gold-buying program I considered: (a) the
passage of the Emergency Banking Act on  March ; (b) the President’s
announcement that the country was off gold on  April; (c) the approval of the
Thomas Amendment on May; (d) Congress’s joint resolution of  June, abrogating
the gold clauses; (e) the inauguration of the London Monetary and Economic
Conference on  June; and (f), the passage of the Gold Reserve Act of . The
results from the Markov switching regressions indicate that there were switches in
the volatility regime around three of these events (see Figure ): the abandonment

36 Blum (, p. ); Jacob Viner Papers, box , folder .
37 Einzig () reports weekly data for the one- and three-month forward contracts for a number of

currencies.
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Table . Markov switching regression, dollar–pound: –, regime-dependent variances, alternative
specification

Sample (adjusted):  January  –  August 
Included observations:  after adjustments
Number of states: 
Variable Coefficient Std error z-statistic Prob.

Regime 

C . . . .
INTER_POUND(-) −. . −. .
LOG(SIGMA) −. . −. .

Regime 

C −.E- .E- −. .
INTER_POUND(-) −. . −. .
LOG(SIGMA) −. . −. .

Regime 

C −. . −. .
INTER_POUND(-) −. . −. .
LOG(SIGMA) −. . −. .

Common

NYFWDM . . . .
AR() . . . .

Transition Matrix Parameters

P-C . . . .
P-C −. . −. .
P-C −. . −. .
P-C . . . .
P-C −. . −. .
P-C −. . −. .

Mean dependent var . S.D. dependent var .
S.E. of regression . Sum squared resid .
Durbin-Watson stat . Log likelihood .
Akaike info criterion −. Schwarz criterion −.
Hannan-Quinn criter. −.

Inverted AR Roots .
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of the gold standard ( April), the gold-buying program (October and December
) and approval of the Gold Reserve Act of .38

I also invesigated whether some of the important political events during –
were reflected in switches of volatility regime. In particular, I focused on changes in
government in the three main powers of the time – the US, the UK and France. No
significant mapping from these events to volatility switches was found before . I
also inquired whether the ascendance of the Nazis in Germany was, in any way,
reflected in volatility switches. The results suggest that shortly after Hitler became
chancellor, the dollar–pound moved to high volatility. It is difficult, however, to
fully ascribe that development to politics in Germany, since at almost exactly the
same time the US was going through major financial upheaval, including the declar-
ation of the national banking holiday in early March .39

IV

In this section I expand the analysis to the dollar–franc. In Figure  I present the
weekly percentage change in this bilateral exchange rate. In Table , on the other
hand, I present the Markov switching regression results. Figure  contains the
smoothed transitional probabilities.40

In this case it is also possible to identify three volatility regimes. Regime  corre-
sponds to low volatility, Regime  is for high volatility, and Regime  to intermediate
volatility. As may be seen from Table , the coefficient for the log of the variances is
always significant, as is the common AR() term. When alternative specifications are
used – for instance, when the forward premium is included – the results are very
similar to those reported in Table . Expected durations for the three regimes are
as follows: Regime  (low volatility), . weeks; Regime  (high volatility), .
weeks; and Regime  (intermediate volatility), .weeks; notice that these durations
are quite different from those for the dollar–pound reported in Table . For the
dollar–franc bilateral exchange rate the three regimes exhibit a significant degree of
persistence; the diagonal elements in the transition matrix are very high: .,
. and ..
The smoothed transitional probabilities, presented in Figure , are particularly

interesting: as may be seen, and as expected, the dollar–franc rate exhibits low vola-
tility during most of the December  – September  period. This phase begins

38 As will be seen below (Section IV), there was also a regime switch in the dollar–franc rate in late .
In addition to the abandonment of the gold standard by the UK, this switch may have reflected other
important events, including the debt moratorium instituted by President Hoover in June of that year,
and the crisis of Austria’s largest bank (the Credit Anstalt).

39 On  March, newspapers across America announced the national banking holiday and the gold
embargo on the front page. Most papers also carried, on the front page, reports that Hitler and the
Nazis had won a majority in Germany’s elections.

40 Notice that, since the franc was fixed to gold between late December  and September ,
during this period dollar–franc volatility is equal to dollar–gold volatility.
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with France’s return to the gold standard, and ends when the UK came off gold.
Between late September  and mid April  – when FDR took the US off
gold – the dollar–franc rate is in the intermediate volatility regime. This is an interest-
ing result, which suggests that once the UK abandoned the gold standard, the market
became somewhat skittish about the dollar. Indeed, at the time some market partici-
pants believed that the US would follow the UK, and come off gold.41

On the week of  April  – immediately after FDR made the announcement
that the US was officially off gold – there is significant jump in regime probabilities:
the probability of being in the intermediate regime declined from . to almost
zero, and the probability of being in the high-volatility regime jumped from .
two weeks earlier to almost ..
The results in Figure  indicate that when the first phase of the gold-buying

program was launched in late August , the dollar–franc rate was already in the
high-volatility regime (the probability had been close to . since  April ).
The results also show that in mid December – in the midst of the gold-buying
program – there was a significant decline in the probability of being in the high-vola-
tility regime. According to these estimates, during theweek of December, the prob-
ability of being in the high-volatility regimewas almost equal to .; a week later, on 
December, that probability had declined to .; and in the week of  December it
had dropped further to .. By the end of the year (December) the probability of
the dollar–franc exchange being in the high-volatility regime was a low .. During

Figure . Weekly percentage change franc–dollar rate, –
Note: Numbers – in the horizontal axis refer to years  through .

41 Remember that since in  the franc was (firmly and credibly) fixed with respect to gold, volatility
in the dollar–franc rate was equivalent to volatility in the dollar–gold rate. Eichengreen () dis-
cusses in detail the dollar pressures during late  and early . See also Edwards (b).
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Table . Markov switching regression, dollar–franc: –, regime-dependent variances

Sample (adjusted):  January  –  August 
Included observations:  after adjustments
Number of states: 

Variable Coefficient Std error z-statistic Prob.

Regime 

C .E- .E- . .
INTER_FRANC(-) . . . .
LOG(SIGMA) −. . −. .

Regime 

C −. . −. .
INTER_FRANC(-) . . . .
LOG(SIGMA) −. . −. .

Regime 

C −.E- . −. .
INTER_FRANC(-) . . . .
LOG(SIGMA) −. . −. .

Common

AR() −. . −. .

Transition Matrix Parameters

P-C . . . .
P-C −. . −. .
P-C −. . −. .
P-C . . . .
P-C −. . −. .
P-C −. . −. .

Mean dependent var −.E- S.D. dependent var .
S.E. of regression . Sum squared resid .
Durbin-Watson stat . Log likelihood .
Akaike info criterion −. Schwarz criterion −.
Hannan-Quinn criter. −.
Inverted AR Roots -.
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Figure . Regime-smoothed probabilities, dollar–franc: weekly data, –
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that same week the probability of being in the intermediate probability regime had
climbed to ., from almost zero four weeks earlier.
A comparison of Tables  and  shows that two bilateral exchange rates (dollar–

pound and dollar–franc) exhibit some similarities, as well as some differences. The
most important similarity is that in mid December , both the dollar–pound
and dollar–franc went through a switch in volatility regime, moving from high to
intermediate. This happened while the gold-buying program was still in effect and
before Keynes wrote his open letter. Two important differences are: the dates at
which volatility switches occur are not the same in the two cases; also, the extent
of volatility in the different regimes (as measured by the point estimate of log
(sigma)) is somewhat different across the two exchange rates.

V

On  January , and after a heated debate in both chambers of Congress, the Gold
Reserve Act of was signed into law. The next day the President set the new offi-
cial price of gold at $ an ounce, and the Treasury announced that for the foreseeable
future it was willing to buy and sell any amount of metal at that price, internationally.
Residents of the United States, however, were not allowed to hold gold. This official
price of $ an ouncewas in effect until August , when President Richard Nixon
closed the Treasury’s ‘gold window’.
A key component of the Gold Reserve Act was the creation of an Exchange

Stabilization Fund at the Treasury.42 The fund was, to a large extent, tailored after
the British Exchange Equalisation Fund, and its main objective was to intervene,
under well-defined circumstances, in the global currency markets. The purpose of
these interventions was to reduce excessive volatility – something that, as argued,
was close to Keynes’s heart – and to ensure that the exchange rate would stay
within a very narrow window around $ per ounce of gold. The Stabilization
Fund was originally funded with $ billion, corresponding to the Federal Reserve
profits from the revaluation of the price of gold from $. to $ an ounce.43

After the passage of the Gold Reserve Act, monetary conditions in the US changed
drastically. Between January and December  the stock of monetary gold more
than doubled; it went from $. billion to $. billion. Part of this increase – a
little over $. billion – was the result of revaluing the stock of bullion at $ an
ounce. But more important than repricing were the large amounts of gold that
came into the country immediately after the Gold Reserve Act was passed in late
January . More than $ million flew in during February alone – $
million from London, $ million from Paris – another $ million came in
during March, and $ million in April.44

42 Section  (b) of the Act.
43 ‘Attorney General’s opinion on the gold bill’, NYT,  January , p. .
44 Bloomfield () provides a detailed analysis of capital inflows during the interwar period.
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An important question is, how influential was Keynes’s letter in the adoption of the
Gold Reserve Act?Moggridge ( p. ) argues that ‘the general conclusion seems
to be that it [the letter] had little, if any effect’. This view is supported by a letter
written by President Roosevelt to Felix Frankfurter on  December . Here,
the President makes a brief reference to ‘the professor’s’ [Keynes’s] views on public
works, but is completely silent regarding his exchange rate comments.45 In a letter
to Keynes, written on  April , Walter Lippmann points out that the letter
had influence on the Treasury’s decision to purchase long-term government bonds
as a way of ‘reducing the long-term rate of interest’. In this letter, however,
Lippmann does not say a word on exchange rates or gold.46

In light of his open letter, why didn’t Keynes criticize the Gold Reserve Act, a
piece of legislation that rigidly fixed the price of gold? In the New York Times piece
he expressly wrote that FDR should reject the temptation to ‘devalue the dollar in
terms of gold, returning to the gold standard at a new fixed ratio’. A possible
answer is that in Keynes’s eyes the Gold Reserve Act was not a return to the traditional
gold standard. Indeed, under the Act gold was only used to settle international
transactions, and could not be held, bought, or sold by American citizens, banks,
or corporations. In that regard, the new regime was closer to Keynes’s views of a
modified gold standard. In an article published in the New Statesman and Nation on
 January , he argued that the official devaluation of the dollar would not
harm the UK. However, he wrote, it could have serious implications for the gold
bloc countries, whose currencies would now be seriously overvalued. It was possible,
he noted, that France would be forced off gold. In spite of this, he provided a positive
assessment of the overall situation created by the enactment of the Gold Reserve Act:
‘I cannot doubt but that the President’s announcement means real progress. He has
adopted a middle course between old-fashioned orthodoxy and the extreme inflation-
ist. I see nothing in his policy which need be disturbing to business confidence’ (Keynes
, p. ). Keynes further believed that as a consequence of the Gold Reserve Act,
there would be a monetary conference attended by the US, Great Britain and France.
Out of this gathering, he hoped, a new international system with stable, but not totally
rigid, exchange rates would emerge. In his New Statesman and Nation article he wrote:
‘[T]he purpose of a monetary conference would not be to return to an old-fashioned
gold standard… [T]he conference would presumably aim for the future not at rigid
gold parities, but at provisional parities from which the parties to the conference
would agree not to depart except for substantial reasons arising out of the balance
of trade or the exigencies of domestic price policy.’47

45 Roosevelt (, p. ).
46 Keynes (, p. ). In the last section of the open letter Keynes stated that it was very important to

lower the long-term interest rate to .%. He suggested that the Federal Reserve ‘replace its present
short-dated Treasury issues by purchasing long-dated issues in exchange’.

47 Keynes (, p. ). In March , in a letter to Walter Case, he wondered whether FDR would
devalue the dollar further in the next few months. Keynes (, pp. -).
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To summarize: the analysis presented in this article indicates that during the early
weeks of the US gold-buying program of , exchange rate volatility was very high,
as pointed out by Keynes in his open letter. However, the results also unveil two
features of this period not mentioned by Keynes. () During the gold-buying
program volatility was not higher than during other turbulent subperiods in
–. In that sense, exchange rates may have been ‘on the booze’ for longer
than Keynes pointed out. () Towards the latter part of the gold-buying program,
exchange rate instability declined significantly, with the system moving decisively
from a high-volatility regime to an intermediate-volatility one.
This work may be extended in several directions. For instance, it is possible to use

alternative techniques such as EGARCH models. Preliminary results, using that
approach, tend to confirm those reported here, in the sense that in the middle of
the gold-buying program there was a decline in volatility in both bilateral exchange
rates. Another extension would be to move towards even higher-frequency data,
focusing on daily exchange rate quotes. A possible shortcoming of that approach,
however, is that at that frequency there is additional noise in the data. A third
avenue for future research is to try to determine the role of exchange rate ‘fundamen-
tals’ in currency behavior and volatility during these years. In this case, however, it
would be necessary to move to monthly – or even quarterly – data, as data for
most fundamentals are only available at those intervals.
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APPENDIX A: DOLLAR VOLATILITY IN  , AND THE
KEYNES AND WARBURG PLANS

When Keynes wrote his New York Times letter he already had a clear idea of the type of international
monetary system that he wanted to see in place. He had discussed the problem in a number of his writ-
ings, including A Tract on Monetary Reform () and ATreatise on Money (). But for the purpose of
this article the most relevant exposition of Keynes’s ideas is the one he presented in the  pamphlet
The Means to Prosperity, which reproduced in a revised and enlarged fashion four articles published in The
Times of London during early .48 It is here where he lays down the bases of what would eventually
become the ‘Keynes Plan’ discussed during the Bretton Woods Conference in .49

In , inATract on Monetary Reform, Keynes wrote what became a famous quote: ‘In truth, the gold
standard is already a barbarous relic… [I]n themodern world of paper currency and bank credit there is no
escape from a “managed” currency, whether we wish it or not…’50 However, Keynes’s views evolved,
and by late  and early  they were more nuanced.51 In chapters IV and V of The Means to Prosperity
he suggests that all major powers adopt a new standard and create an ‘international note issue’ linked to
gold. These notes would be issued by a new ‘international authority’, and each country would obtain a
quota of these notes in exchange for gold-denominated bonds issued by their governments.52 Keynes
wrote: 53

[T]he notes would be gold-notes and the participants would agree to accept them as the equivalent of
gold. This implies that the national currencies of each participant would stand in some defined relation-
ship to gold. It involves, that is to say, a qualified return to the gold standard.

According to Keynes’s plan, central banks would have greater flexibility to undertake countercyclical
policies, and the ‘gold points’ would be widened to  percent.54 This wider range for the gold points

48 The proposal proper is in chapters IV and V of the pamphlet.
49 On Bretton Woods and Keynes and Harry Dexter White’s confrontations see, for example, Steil

().
50 Keynes (, p. ).
51 In The Means to Prosperity (Keynes a) he acknowledged his change in views, when he wrote: ‘It

may seem odd that I, who have lately described gold as “a barbarous relic”, should be discovered as an
advocate of such policy… [G]old has received such a grueling that conditions may be laid down for its
future management’ (p. ).

52 In an appendix to chapter IV he provided the quotas of gold notes that each of  countries would
receive, under the assumption that the total issue was restricted to $,,.

53 Keynes (a, p. ; emphasis added). The gold notes were a precursor of the Bancor, the inter-
national currency he proposed in the s. The quotations in this and the next paragraphs are
from Keynes (a, chs IV and V).

54 Already in  a number of economists were critical of the Fed for not undertaking countercyclical
policy. See Appendix I in Wright (). In mid  a group of Chicago economists made a more
specific proposal for reforming the monetary system, which they sent to the Secretary of Agriculture
Henry A. Wallace. This scheme was known as the ‘Chicago Plan’. See Tavlas ().
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was essential in order to avoid ‘wild movements of liquid funds from one international center to another’.
The ‘international notes’ would greatly increase worldwide liquidity, and reduce central bankers’ appre-
hensions about ‘free gold’, or the amount of bullion over and abovewhat was required to back the bank’s
monetary liabilities. Keynes also believed that a one-time depreciation of ‘national currencies’ with
respect to gold – notice the plural, ‘currencies’ – would help increase ‘loan-expenditure’, as central
banks would ‘be satisfied with a smaller reserve of international money’.55 According to this plan, ‘sta-
bility of the foreign exchanges…would ensue’. The plan, however, allowed countries to alter their parity
with respect to gold under extraordinary circumstances, such as major changes in ‘the international price
level’. Keynes was clear to point out that these adjustments were extraordinary events; they ‘should not
be allowed to occur for any other reason [except for major dislocations]’.

Keynes’s plan was similar to a plan developed, somewhat independently, in  by James P.Warburg,
a banker and adviser to President Roosevelt. In preparation for the London Economic Conference –

which, as noted, was inaugurated on  June  –Warburg drafted a proposal for a new ‘international
standard’ to be adopted by all nations. Gold would continue to be at the center of the global system, but
the rules of the gamewould be different. There would be more flexibility and bullion itself would not be
physically shipped from place to place. Silver would also have a role; up to  percent of central bank
reserves could be maintained in the white metal. There would be no gold clauses, which tied debt con-
tracts to the price of gold, and the ‘cover ratio’ would be reduced significantly in every country. The
proposed new cover ratio was  percent, which in the US represented an important reduction relative
to the existing  percent. This ‘modified gold standard’ would reestablish exchange rate order and
would allow exporters, importers, bankers and investors to plan ahead their international businesses.
Every country would declare a new parity and exchange rates would be pegged to each other.
Competitive devaluation would be ruled out, and with the lower cover ratio central banks would
have the ability to undertake expansive monetary policy during downturns, and thus avoid cycles of
deflation.56

APPENDIX B: DATA SOURCES

Spot exchange rates: Einzig , appendix I.
Forward exchange rates: Einzig , appendix I.
World price of gold: Warren and Pearson , table , p. .
RFC price of gold: Warren and Pearson , table , p. .

55 Keynes (a, p. ).
56 Warburg (, pp. -). On the London Conference, see Edwards (b).
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	Keynes and the dollar in &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;: the gold-buying program and exchange rate gyrations
	On &#xF646;&#xF644; December &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;, the New York Times published an open letter from John Maynard Keynes to President Franklin D. Roosevelt. The letter, written at Felix Frankfurter&apos;s suggestion, was rather long and touched on many topics related to the economic program of the new US administration.1 It opened by stating that FDR was the &lsquo;trustee for those&hellip; who seek to mend the evils of our condition by reasoned experiment&rsquo;. From there, Keynes moved on to argue that there was a significant difference between economic &lsquo;recovery&rsquo; and &lsquo;reform&rsquo;. While both were important, the correct sequencing of policy was recovery-first. In addition, the policies of &lsquo;reform&rsquo; had to be implemented gradually; &lsquo;haste will be injurious&rsquo;. In Keynes&apos;s view if &lsquo;reform&rsquo; measures &ndash; including the policies of the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) and Agricultural Adjustment Act (AAA) &ndash; were pushed too soon and too fast, they would put the policies of recovery in danger; haste would result in a decline in investors&rsquo; &lsquo;confidence&rsquo;. In the central part of the communication Keynes forcefully argued that recovery had to take place through an increase in aggregate demand, which in turn was to be stimulated through loan-expenditures. Higher prices, he pointed out, should be the result of expanded &lsquo;aggregate purchasing power&rsquo;, and not of restricted supply. He also argued that, in terms of monetary policy, the key was to &lsquo;reduce the rate of interest on your long-term government bonds to &#xF645;&frac12; per cent or less&rsquo;.2Halfway into the missive Keynes addressed the administration&apos;s policies on gold and the dollar. He wrote that the &lsquo;exchange rate policy of a country should be entirely subservient to the aim of raising output and employment to the right level&rsquo;. He then added the sentence that many people remember today: &lsquo;The recent gyrations of the dollar have looked to me more like a gold standard on the booze than the ideal managed currency of my dreams.&rsquo;This was a direct reference to the administration&apos;s &lsquo;gold-buying program&rsquo;, launched on &#xF645;&#xF648; October &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;.3 According to this plan, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC) was allowed to purchase gold at prices determined periodically by the Secretary of the Treasury and the President. As President Roosevelt explained in his Fourth Fireside Chat, the purpose of this policy was to raise the international price of gold and, in that way, generate a de facto dollar devaluation and, ultimately, higher commodity prices. Almost every day, throughout the program, the price paid by the government exceeded the world price for the metal.Most analysts interpreted Keynes&apos;s words as asserting that during the gold-buying program the dollar exchange rate was excessively volatile, and that this volatility was harmful for the recovery.4 Keynes told the President that it was time to make policy changes:In the field of gold-devaluation and exchange policy the time has come when uncertainty should be ended. This game of blind man&apos;s buff with exchange speculators serves no useful purpose and is extremely undignified. It upsets confidence, hinders business decisions, occupies the public attention in a measure far exceeding its real importance, and is responsible both for the irritation and for a certain lack of respect which exists abroad.Throughout the years, a number of authors have referred to Keynes&apos;s open letter. However, there has been no attempt to analyze it in detail, or to use formal statistical techniques to investigate whether the dollar was &lsquo;excessively volatile&rsquo; during the period in question (second half of &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;). Harrod (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF648;&#xF644;, pp. &#xF647;&#xF647;&#xF64A;&ndash;&#xF64B;), for example, mentions the open letter within the context of the evolution of Keynes&apos;s views on the international monetary system, and points out that his proposals for a new international architecture were summarized in The Means to Prosperity. In the second volume of his biography, Skidelsky (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64C;&#xF645;, pp. &#xF647;&#xF64C;&#xF645;&ndash;&#xF647;) provides a more detailed examination of the letter. He discusses its origin and dwells on Keynes&apos;s goal in writing it. Skidelsky (p. &#xF647;&#xF64C;&#xF646;) emphasizes Keynes&apos;s criticism of the NRA, a program of reform disguised as recovery that &lsquo;should be put into cold storage&rsquo;. He also points out, briefly, that Keynes believed that it was a mistake to try raising output by depreciating the currency. Moggridge (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64C;&#xF645;, pp. &#xF648;&#xF64B;&#xF643;-&#xF644;) refers to the letter and to Keynes&apos;s views on public works and the dollar. He points out that it is unclear whether the missive influenced FDR&apos;s policies. Felix (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64C;&#xF64C;, p. &#xF645;&#xF647;&#xF646;) refers to the open letter in passing, and mentions that in &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646; Keynes was renewing his friendship with Felix Frankfurter.Many &ndash; but by no means all &ndash; authors who have analyzed the US abandonment of the gold standard have addressed the letter and its impact. In Ahamed&apos;s (&#xF645;&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF64C;) book on monetary policy in the interwar period, the antepenultimate chapter is titled &lsquo;Gold standard on the booze&rsquo;. The analysis touches on many policies undertaken during the first year of the Roosevelt administration. However, the letter itself is only mentioned in passing. Sumner (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64C;&#xF64C;, p. &#xF648;&#xF645;&#xF64B; and &#xF645;&#xF643;&#xF644;&#xF648;, p. &#xF645;&#xF649;&#xF644;) writes about the epistle and argues that it shows that Keynes&apos;s concern about inflation was rather high. Rauchway (&#xF645;&#xF643;&#xF644;&#xF648;, p. &#xF64C;&#xF649;) argues that the letter shows that &lsquo;Keynes did not seem to understand the political opposition Roosevelt faced.&rsquo; Dimand (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64C;&#xF647;, p. &#xF64C;&#xF646;) deals with the letter briefly when discussing Irving Fisher&apos;s proposal for a &lsquo;compensated dollar&rsquo;. Kroszner (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64C;&#xF64C;, p. &#xF64C;) mentions it in passing in his paper on the abrogation of the gold clauses. Edwards (&#xF645;&#xF643;&#xF644;&#xF64A;a, p. &#xF644;&#xF64C;) refers to the letter in his discussion of the intellectual underpinnings of FDR&apos;s dollar policy in &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;. Some authors, including Galbraith (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64B;&#xF647;) and O&apos;Connell (&#xF645;&#xF643;&#xF644;&#xF649;), mention the open letter as an early example of Keynes&apos;s belief that public works, financed by borrowing, would impact aggregate demand and employment positively. None of these authors, however, undertake an empirical analysis of exchange rate behavior during this period, or attempt to evaluate Keynes&apos;s assertion regarding the dollar during late &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;.5In this article, I use high-frequency data to analyze the behavior of the dollar in the &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF645;&#xF643;s and &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF643;s (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF645;&#xF644; through &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF649;). I am particularly interested in establishing whether volatility was higher in the last months of &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646; &ndash; the time of operation of the gold-buying program criticized by Keynes &ndash; than during the rest of the period. The analysis is based on the estimation of Markov-switching regressions with regime-dependent variances to identify periods with different exchange rate volatility for the dollar&ndash;pound and dollar&ndash;franc exchange rates. The results obtained indicate that, for both exchange rates, it is possible to identify three volatility regimes. As Keynes suggested, when the gold-buying program was launched the dollar&ndash;pound exchange rate moved to the &lsquo;high-volatility&rsquo; regime. However, towards the end of the program, the probability of being in the high-volatility regime declined significantly, and the exchange rate moved to the &lsquo;intermediate&rsquo; volatility regime. Estimates for the dollar&ndash;franc also show that in early December &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646; volatility switched from high to intermediate. At the time Keynes&apos;s letter was published, dollar-excessive gyrations had already begun to subside.During the years under study (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF645;&#xF644;&ndash;&#xF646;&#xF649;) there were vast changes in the international monetary system: the UK and France returned to the gold standard (in &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF645;&#xF648; and &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF645;&#xF649; respectively); the UK came off gold (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF644;); the US imposed a gold embargo and abandoned the gold standard (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;); the London World Conference failed to achieve stabilization (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;); the US devalued the dollar and adopted a new system with a fixed exchange rate relative to gold (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF647;); and France came off gold (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF649;). In Figure &#xF644; I present weekly data for the dollar&ndash;British pound and dollar&ndash;French franc exchange rates for &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF645;&#xF644;&ndash;&#xF646;&#xF649;. These data are measured as dollars per unit of foreign currency; higher values, then, represent dollar depreciation (see Appendix B for data sources).Figure&nbsp;&#xF644;.Pound&ndash;dollar exchange rate, spot &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF645;&#xF644;&ndash;&#xF646;&#xF649; (weekly data)Note: Numbers &#xF645;&#xF644;&ndash;&#xF646;&#xF649; in the horizontal axis refer to years &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF645;&#xF644; through &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF649;.The rest of the article is organized as follows: in Section ii I discuss the path to dollar devaluation in &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;, a process that began on &#xF649; March, when President Roosevelt declared a national banking holiday. The section includes a detailed analysis of the &lsquo;gold-buying&rsquo; program questioned by Keynes in his open letter. In Section iii I deal with the dollar&ndash;pound exchange rate. I display and analyze the basic data, and I use Markov switching regressions with regime-dependent variances to study whether the extent of volatility during the gold-buying program was higher than during other times within the &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF645;&#xF644;&ndash;&#xF646;&#xF649; period. In Section iv I turn to the dollar&ndash;franc and present the Markov switching regressions for this bilateral exchange rate. Section v contains closing remarks. Here I discuss the adoption of the Gold Reserve Act of &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF647;, and Keynes&apos;s reaction to the fixing of the price of gold at &dollar;&#xF646;&#xF648; an ounce. There are also two appendixes. In Appendix A, I put Keynes&apos;s advice in the open letter in perspective, by (briefly) analyzing his evolving policy views on exchange rates and gold. I point out that Keynes&apos;s plan for the international monetary system was similar to a plan developed by James P. Warburg, a close adviser of President Roosevelt. In Appendix B I present the data sources.
II
	
II.&#xF644;From the gold embargo to the London Monetary and Economic Conference
	From the gold embargo to the London Monetary and Economic Conference
	The gold-buying program of October &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;

	Before proceeding to the empirical results, it is important to discuss which exchange rate Keynes had in mind when he penned his open letter. Was he alluding to the bilateral rate between the dollar and sterling? Was he thinking of the dollar--gold rate? Or was he focusing on a weighted average rate that included various currencies?27 According to Skidelsky (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64C;&#xF645;, p. &#xF647;&#xF64C;&#xF646;), in the second half of &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646; Keynes was mostly concerned with the volatility of the dollar-pound rate. More specifically, he thought that a US short-term policy goal should be &lsquo;to keep the dollar-sterling exchange rate as stable as was consistent with an accelerating programme of loan-financed public expenditure&rsquo;.28 Skidelsky&apos;s views are supported by Keynes&apos;s own writings. Earlier that year, on &#xF647; July, he published an article in the Daily Mail where he discussed FDR&apos;s &lsquo;bombshell&rsquo; communiqu&eacute; to the London Conference. In this piece Keynes supported FDR&apos;s decision to oppose short-term stabilization of the dollar, relative to gold, at a level that was inconsistent with higher commodity prices. But he added an important caveat. The President, he wrote, &lsquo;would be unwise&hellip;to reject every plan, however elastic it is, for regulating the dollar&ndash;sterling exchange&rsquo;.29This emphasis on the stability of the bilateral dollar&ndash;pound exchange rate was a short-term consideration. For the longer run, Keynes believed that all nations should try to stabilize their currency values relative to gold. He presented a specific plan for a new international financial system in the pamphlet The Means to Prosperity, published in March of &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;. He referred to this plan as a &lsquo;qualified return to the gold standard&rsquo;. Under it, he asserted, &lsquo;stability of the foreign exchanges&hellip; would ensue&rsquo;.30 In Appendix A of this article I discuss Keynes&apos;s proposal, and I compare it with a plan independently developed in mid &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646; by FDR&apos;s adviser James P. Warburg.
III.&#xF644;Preliminary analysis for the dollar&ndash;pound
	Preliminary analysis for the dollar--pound
	Markov switching regressions: weekly data, &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF645;&#xF644;&ndash;&#xF646;&#xF649;
	Base case results
	Robustness and extensions

	In this section I expand the analysis to the dollar--franc. In Figure &#xF648; I present the weekly percentage change in this bilateral exchange rate. In Table&nbsp;&#xF649;, on the other hand, I present the Markov switching regression results. Figure&nbsp;&#xF649; contains the smoothed transitional probabilities.40Figure&nbsp;&#xF648;.Weekly percentage change franc&ndash;dollar rate, &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF645;&#xF644;&ndash;&#xF646;&#xF649;Note: Numbers &#xF645;&#xF644;&ndash;&#xF646;&#xF649; in the horizontal axis refer to years &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF645;&#xF644; through &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF649;.Figure&nbsp;&#xF649;.Regime-smoothed probabilities, dollar&ndash;franc: weekly data, &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF645;&#xF644;&ndash;&#xF646;&#xF649;Table&nbsp;&#xF649;.Markov switching regression, dollar&ndash;franc: &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF645;&#xF644;&ndash;&#xF646;&#xF649;, regime-dependent variancesSample (adjusted): &#xF645;&#xF64C; January &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF645;&#xF644; &ndash; &#xF645;&#xF645; August &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF649;Included observations: &#xF64B;&#xF644;&#xF646; after adjustmentsNumber of states: &#xF646;VariableCoefficientStd errorz-statisticProb.Regime &#xF644;C&#xF644;.&#xF647;&#xF64C;E-&#xF643;&#xF648;&#xF646;.&#xF649;&#xF64C;E-&#xF643;&#xF648;&#xF643;.&#xF647;&#xF643;&#xF647;&#xF64C;&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;.&#xF649;&#xF64B;&#xF648;&#xF649;INTER_FRANC(-&#xF644;)&#xF643;.&#xF645;&#xF64A;&#xF64B;&#xF648;&#xF644;&#xF647;&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF64A;&#xF648;&#xF648;&#xF64B;&#xF64A;&#xF646;.&#xF649;&#xF64B;&#xF647;&#xF649;&#xF64A;&#xF646;&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF645;LOG(SIGMA)&minus;&#xF64A;.&#xF645;&#xF645;&#xF647;&#xF64C;&#xF648;&#xF645;&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF648;&#xF648;&#xF643;&#xF64B;&#xF64C;&minus;&#xF644;&#xF646;&#xF644;.&#xF644;&#xF647;&#xF64C;&#xF647;&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;Regime &#xF645;C&minus;&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF644;&#xF644;&#xF644;&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF644;&#xF649;&#xF644;&#xF64C;&minus;&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF649;&#xF64B;&#xF647;&#xF64C;&#xF647;&#xF643;.&#xF64C;&#xF647;&#xF648;&#xF647;INTER_FRANC(-&#xF644;)&#xF643;.&#xF646;&#xF646;&#xF64C;&#xF647;&#xF644;&#xF648;&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF648;&#xF64B;&#xF644;&#xF645;&#xF648;&#xF648;.&#xF64B;&#xF646;&#xF64C;&#xF647;&#xF644;&#xF64B;&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;LOG(SIGMA)&minus;&#xF646;.&#xF645;&#xF64B;&#xF649;&#xF649;&#xF645;&#xF646;&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF647;&#xF643;&#xF649;&#xF643;&#xF646;&minus;&#xF64B;&#xF643;.&#xF64C;&#xF647;&#xF648;&#xF64C;&#xF644;&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;Regime &#xF646;C&minus;&#xF649;.&#xF649;&#xF64B;E-&#xF643;&#xF648;&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF645;&#xF643;&#xF649;&minus;&#xF643;.&#xF646;&#xF645;&#xF647;&#xF645;&#xF644;&#xF643;&#xF643;.&#xF64A;&#xF647;&#xF648;&#xF64B;INTER_FRANC(-&#xF644;)&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF649;&#xF646;&#xF649;&#xF649;&#xF645;&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF64B;&#xF648;&#xF645;&#xF64C;&#xF64B;&#xF643;.&#xF64A;&#xF647;&#xF649;&#xF646;&#xF648;&#xF64A;&#xF643;.&#xF647;&#xF648;&#xF648;&#xF648;LOG(SIGMA)&minus;&#xF648;.&#xF648;&#xF64B;&#xF64A;&#xF647;&#xF646;&#xF643;&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF648;&#xF64C;&#xF644;&#xF649;&#xF64B;&minus;&#xF64C;&#xF647;.&#xF647;&#xF646;&#xF646;&#xF64B;&#xF644;&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;CommonAR(&#xF644;)&minus;&#xF643;.&#xF645;&#xF64B;&#xF64B;&#xF64A;&#xF646;&#xF649;&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF647;&#xF64C;&#xF647;&#xF648;&#xF644;&minus;&#xF648;.&#xF64B;&#xF646;&#xF64B;&#xF64A;&#xF64B;&#xF648;&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;Transition Matrix ParametersP&#xF644;&#xF644;-C&#xF646;.&#xF646;&#xF64A;&#xF64B;&#xF643;&#xF648;&#xF647;&#xF643;.&#xF647;&#xF64B;&#xF648;&#xF64B;&#xF647;&#xF643;&#xF649;.&#xF64C;&#xF648;&#xF646;&#xF643;&#xF645;&#xF646;&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;P&#xF644;&#xF645;-C&minus;&#xF644;&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF64B;&#xF645;&#xF644;&#xF643;&#xF648;&#xF64C;.&#xF644;&#xF64B;&#xF644;&#xF649;&#xF645;&minus;&#xF643;.&#xF644;&#xF64A;&#xF643;&#xF646;&#xF648;&#xF64C;&#xF643;.&#xF64B;&#xF649;&#xF647;&#xF64A;P&#xF645;&#xF644;-C&minus;&#xF64C;.&#xF64C;&#xF649;&#xF64A;&#xF643;&#xF649;&#xF648;&#xF648;&#xF64B;.&#xF648;&#xF645;&#xF649;&#xF647;&#xF64B;&minus;&#xF643;.&#xF644;&#xF64A;&#xF643;&#xF646;&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;.&#xF64B;&#xF649;&#xF647;&#xF64B;P&#xF645;&#xF645;-C&#xF647;.&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF648;&#xF646;&#xF646;&#xF64B;&#xF643;.&#xF648;&#xF648;&#xF647;&#xF645;&#xF64A;&#xF643;&#xF64A;.&#xF645;&#xF645;&#xF649;&#xF646;&#xF645;&#xF649;&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;P&#xF646;&#xF644;-C&minus;&#xF646;.&#xF644;&#xF64B;&#xF648;&#xF649;&#xF645;&#xF643;&#xF643;.&#xF648;&#xF647;&#xF64A;&#xF64A;&#xF646;&#xF64C;&minus;&#xF648;.&#xF64B;&#xF644;&#xF648;&#xF64C;&#xF648;&#xF643;&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;P&#xF646;&#xF645;-C&minus;&#xF646;.&#xF648;&#xF643;&#xF649;&#xF645;&#xF64C;&#xF64A;&#xF643;.&#xF648;&#xF645;&#xF648;&#xF645;&#xF646;&#xF645;&minus;&#xF649;.&#xF649;&#xF64A;&#xF648;&#xF64A;&#xF643;&#xF648;&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;Mean dependent var&minus;&#xF646;.&#xF648;&#xF648;E-&#xF643;&#xF648;&nbsp;S.D. dependent var&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF645;&#xF647;&#xF644;&#xF644;&#xF647;S.E. of regression&#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF645;&#xF647;&#xF644;&#xF647;&#xF643;&nbsp;Sum squared resid&#xF643;.&#xF647;&#xF649;&#xF64A;&#xF64C;&#xF647;&#xF644;Durbin-Watson stat&#xF645;.&#xF643;&#xF645;&#xF64A;&#xF647;&#xF644;&#xF646;&nbsp;Log likelihood&#xF645;&#xF64C;&#xF649;&#xF64B;.&#xF644;&#xF647;&#xF64A;Akaike info criterion&minus;&#xF64A;.&#xF645;&#xF649;&#xF645;&#xF646;&#xF648;&#xF646;&nbsp;Schwarz criterion&minus;&#xF64A;.&#xF644;&#xF649;&#xF64C;&#xF64B;&#xF647;&#xF645;Hannan-Quinn criter.&minus;&#xF64A;.&#xF645;&#xF645;&#xF649;&#xF64B;&#xF647;&#xF645;Inverted AR Roots&nbsp;-.&#xF645;&#xF64C;In this case it is also possible to identify three volatility regimes. Regime &#xF644; corresponds to low volatility, Regime &#xF645; is for high volatility, and Regime &#xF646; to intermediate volatility. As may be seen from Table&nbsp;&#xF649;, the coefficient for the log of the variances is always significant, as is the common AR(&#xF644;) term. When alternative specifications are used &ndash; for instance, when the forward premium is included &ndash; the results are very similar to those reported in Table&nbsp;&#xF649;. Expected durations for the three regimes are as follows: Regime &#xF644; (low volatility), &#xF646;&#xF643;.&#xF646; weeks; Regime &#xF645; (high volatility), &#xF648;&#xF648;.&#xF64C; weeks; and Regime &#xF646; (intermediate volatility), &#xF644;&#xF648;.&#xF644; weeks; notice that these durations are quite different from those for the dollar&ndash;pound reported in Table&nbsp;&#xF647;. For the dollar&ndash;franc bilateral exchange rate the three regimes exhibit a significant degree of persistence; the diagonal elements in the transition matrix are very high: &#xF643;.&#xF64C;&#xF649;&#xF64A;, &#xF643;.&#xF64C;&#xF64B;&#xF645; and &#xF643;.&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;.The smoothed transitional probabilities, presented in Figure&nbsp;&#xF649;, are particularly interesting: as may be seen, and as expected, the dollar&ndash;franc rate exhibits low volatility during most of the December &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF645;&#xF649; &ndash; September &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF644; period. This phase begins with France&apos;s return to the gold standard, and ends when the UK came off gold. Between late September &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF644; and mid April &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646; &ndash; when FDR took the US off gold &ndash; the dollar&ndash;franc rate is in the intermediate volatility regime. This is an interesting result, which suggests that once the UK abandoned the gold standard, the market became somewhat skittish about the dollar. Indeed, at the time some market participants believed that the US would follow the UK, and come off gold.41On the week of &#xF645;&#xF645; April &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646; &ndash; immediately after FDR made the announcement that the US was officially off gold &ndash; there is significant jump in regime probabilities: the probability of being in the intermediate regime declined from &#xF643;.&#xF64C;&#xF644;&#xF645; to almost zero, and the probability of being in the high-volatility regime jumped from &#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF64C;&#xF644; two weeks earlier to almost &#xF644;.&#xF643;.The results in Figure&nbsp;&#xF649; indicate that when the first phase of the gold-buying program was launched in late August &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;, the dollar&ndash;franc rate was already in the high-volatility regime (the probability had been close to &#xF644;.&#xF643; since &#xF645;&#xF645; April &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;). The results also show that in mid December &ndash; in the midst of the gold-buying program &ndash; there was a significant decline in the probability of being in the high-volatility regime. According to these estimates, during the week of &#xF645; December, the probability of being in the high-volatility regime was almost equal to &#xF644;.&#xF643;; a week later, on &#xF64C; December, that probability had declined to &#xF643;.&#xF647;&#xF64B;; and in the week of &#xF644;&#xF649; December it had dropped further to &#xF643;.&#xF645;&#xF647;. By the end of the year (&#xF646;&#xF643; December) the probability of the dollar&ndash;franc exchange being in the high-volatility regime was a low &#xF643;.&#xF644;&#xF648;. During that same week the probability of being in the intermediate probability regime had climbed to &#xF643;.&#xF64B;&#xF646;, from almost zero four weeks earlier.A comparison of Tables &#xF646; and &#xF649; shows that two bilateral exchange rates (dollar&ndash;pound and dollar&ndash;franc) exhibit some similarities, as well as some differences. The most important similarity is that in mid December &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;, both the dollar&ndash;pound and dollar&ndash;franc went through a switch in volatility regime, moving from high to intermediate. This happened while the gold-buying program was still in effect and before Keynes wrote his open letter. Two important differences are: the dates at which volatility switches occur are not the same in the two cases; also, the extent of volatility in the different regimes (as measured by the point estimate of log (sigma)) is somewhat different across the two exchange rates.
V
	On &#xF646;&#xF643; January &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF647;, and after a heated debate in both chambers of Congress, the Gold Reserve Act of &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF647; was signed into law. The next day the President set the new official price of gold at &dollar;&#xF646;&#xF648; an ounce, and the Treasury announced that for the foreseeable future it was willing to buy and sell any amount of metal at that price, internationally. Residents of the United States, however, were not allowed to hold gold. This official price of &dollar;&#xF646;&#xF648; an ounce was in effect until August &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64A;&#xF644;, when President Richard Nixon closed the Treasury&apos;s &lsquo;gold window&rsquo;.A key component of the Gold Reserve Act was the creation of an Exchange Stabilization Fund at the Treasury.42 The fund was, to a large extent, tailored after the British Exchange Equalisation Fund, and its main objective was to intervene, under well-defined circumstances, in the global currency markets. The purpose of these interventions was to reduce excessive volatility &ndash; something that, as argued, was close to Keynes&apos;s heart &ndash; and to ensure that the exchange rate would stay within a very narrow window around &dollar;&#xF646;&#xF648; per ounce of gold. The Stabilization Fund was originally funded with &dollar;&#xF645; billion, corresponding to the Federal Reserve profits from the revaluation of the price of gold from &dollar;&#xF645;&#xF643;.&#xF649;&#xF64A; to &dollar;&#xF646;&#xF648; an ounce.43After the passage of the Gold Reserve Act, monetary conditions in the US changed drastically. Between January and December &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF647; the stock of monetary gold more than doubled; it went from &dollar;&#xF646;.&#xF64C; billion to &dollar;&#xF64B;.&#xF644; billion. Part of this increase &ndash; a little over &dollar;&#xF645;.&#xF648; billion &ndash; was the result of revaluing the stock of bullion at &dollar;&#xF646;&#xF648; an ounce. But more important than repricing were the large amounts of gold that came into the country immediately after the Gold Reserve Act was passed in late January &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF647;. More than &dollar;&#xF64A;&#xF648;&#xF643; million flew in during February alone &ndash; &dollar;&#xF645;&#xF646;&#xF64C; million from London, &dollar;&#xF644;&#xF645;&#xF647; million from Paris &ndash; another &dollar;&#xF645;&#xF649;&#xF645; million came in during March, and &dollar;&#xF644;&#xF648;&#xF648; million in April.44An important question is, how influential was Keynes&apos;s letter in the adoption of the Gold Reserve Act? Moggridge (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64C;&#xF645; p. &#xF648;&#xF64B;&#xF644;) argues that &lsquo;the general conclusion seems to be that it [the letter] had little, if any effect&rsquo;. This view is supported by a letter written by President Roosevelt to Felix Frankfurter on &#xF645;&#xF645; December &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;. Here, the President makes a brief reference to &lsquo;the professor&apos;s&apos; [Keynes&apos;s] views on public works, but is completely silent regarding his exchange rate comments.45 In a letter to Keynes, written on &#xF644;&#xF64A; April &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF647;, Walter Lippmann points out that the letter had influence on the Treasury&apos;s decision to purchase long-term government bonds as a way of &lsquo;reducing the long-term rate of interest&rsquo;. In this letter, however, Lippmann does not say a word on exchange rates or gold.46In light of his open letter, why didn&apos;t Keynes criticize the Gold Reserve Act, a piece of legislation that rigidly fixed the price of gold? In the New York Times piece he expressly wrote that FDR should reject the temptation to &lsquo;devalue the dollar in terms of gold, returning to the gold standard at a new fixed ratio&rsquo;. A possible answer is that in Keynes&apos;s eyes the Gold Reserve Act was not a return to the traditional gold standard. Indeed, under the Act gold was only used to settle international transactions, and could not be held, bought, or sold by American citizens, banks, or corporations. In that regard, the new regime was closer to Keynes&apos;s views of a modified gold standard. In an article published in the New Statesman and Nation on &#xF645;&#xF643; January &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF647;, he argued that the official devaluation of the dollar would not harm the UK. However, he wrote, it could have serious implications for the gold bloc countries, whose currencies would now be seriously overvalued. It was possible, he noted, that France would be forced off gold. In spite of this, he provided a positive assessment of the overall situation created by the enactment of the Gold Reserve Act: &lsquo;I cannot doubt but that the President&apos;s announcement means real progress. He has adopted a middle course between old-fashioned orthodoxy and the extreme inflationist. I see nothing in his policy which need be disturbing to business confidence&rsquo; (Keynes &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64B;&#xF645;, p. &#xF646;&#xF644;&#xF645;). Keynes further believed that as a consequence of the Gold Reserve Act, there would be a monetary conference attended by the US, Great Britain and France. Out of this gathering, he hoped, a new international system with stable, but not totally rigid, exchange rates would emerge. In his New Statesman and Nation article he wrote: &lsquo;[T]he purpose of a monetary conference would not be to return to an old-fashioned gold standard&hellip; [T]he conference would presumably aim for the future not at rigid gold parities, but at provisional parities from which the parties to the conference would agree not to depart except for substantial reasons arising out of the balance of trade or the exigencies of domestic price policy.&rsquo;47To summarize: the analysis presented in this article indicates that during the early weeks of the US gold-buying program of &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;, exchange rate volatility was very high, as pointed out by Keynes in his open letter. However, the results also unveil two features of this period not mentioned by Keynes. (&#xF644;) During the gold-buying program volatility was not higher than during other turbulent subperiods in &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF645;&#xF644;&ndash;&#xF646;&#xF649;. In that sense, exchange rates may have been &lsquo;on the booze&rsquo; for longer than Keynes pointed out. (&#xF645;) Towards the latter part of the gold-buying program, exchange rate instability declined significantly, with the system moving decisively from a high-volatility regime to an intermediate-volatility one.This work may be extended in several directions. For instance, it is possible to use alternative techniques such as EGARCH models. Preliminary results, using that approach, tend to confirm those reported here, in the sense that in the middle of the gold-buying program there was a decline in volatility in both bilateral exchange rates. Another extension would be to move towards even higher-frequency data, focusing on daily exchange rate quotes. A possible shortcoming of that approach, however, is that at that frequency there is additional noise in the data. A third avenue for future research is to try to determine the role of exchange rate &lsquo;fundamentals&rsquo; in currency behavior and volatility during these years. In this case, however, it would be necessary to move to monthly &ndash; or even quarterly &ndash; data, as data for most fundamentals are only available at those intervals.1There are three versions of the letter. The first one was sent by Felix Frankfurter &ndash; a highly respected legal scholar and professor at Harvard, who was eventually appointed to the Supreme Court &ndash; to President Roosevelt via diplomatic pouch on &#xF644;&#xF649; December &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;. The second version was published by the New York Times (NYT) on Sunday, &#xF646;&#xF644; December &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;. It was titled &lsquo;From Keynes to Roosevelt: Our recovery plan assayed&rsquo;. The only difference between this version and the one sent by Frankfurter is that the NYT included subtitles. The letter takes almost a full page of the paper. There are two photographs, one of Keynes himself and one of a &lsquo;slum clearance&rsquo;, with the caption, &lsquo;Public works: the way out?&rsquo; The third version is shorter, and was published by The Times of London on &#xF645; January &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF647;&nbsp; (p. &#xF644;&#xF644;) under the title, &lsquo;Mr Roosevelt&apos;s experiments: the dual policies, reconstruction and recovery&rsquo;. For Frankfurter&apos;s correspondence with Roosevelt regarding Keynes and other British economists&rsquo; views on the administration&apos;s policies, see Roosevelt (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF649;&#xF64A;, pp. &#xF644;&#xF649;&#xF644;&ndash;&#xF645;&#xF645;&#xF64B;).2NYT, &#xF646;&#xF644; December &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;, section xx, p. &#xF645;. All quotes from the letter in this article are taken from this version (Keynes &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;b).3As explained below, the gold-buying program was rolled out in two phases. Generally, the second phase, which started in late October, is singled out as &lsquo;the gold-buying program&rsquo;.4See Rauchway (&#xF645;&#xF643;&#xF644;&#xF648;) for a comprehensive discussion about this period. See Obstfeld and Taylor (&#xF645;&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF646;) for an analysis that places this era in historical context. See Bordo and Sinha (&#xF645;&#xF643;&#xF644;&#xF649;) for the Fed&apos;s policy during this period. For an analysis of this period see Eichengreen (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64C;&#xF645;) and Eichengreen and Mitchener (&#xF645;&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF647;). See Mitchener and Weidenmeier (&#xF645;&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF64C;) for an analysis of the mechanics of the gold standard in a large number of countries in both the center and the periphery. See the discussion below on which exchange rate Keynes had in mind when writing his letter.5The letter is not mentioned in either of the two memoirs written by FDR&apos;s adviser Raymond Moley (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF64C;, &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF649;&#xF649;). In his thorough volume on the discussions leading to the Bretton Woods conference Steil (&#xF645;&#xF643;&#xF644;&#xF646;) deals with many of the interactions between Keynes and the Roosevelt administration &ndash; including his many memos to Secretary Henry Morgenthau during World War II &ndash; but he does not discuss in detail the NYT &nbsp;letter from December &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;. In his monumental oeuvre on the gold standard, Eichengreen (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64C;&#xF645;) does not discuss Keynes&apos;s open letter. The letter is not mentioned in Friedman and Schwartz (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF649;&#xF646;), Temin (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64A;&#xF649;) or Meltzer (&#xF645;&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF646;).6From a legal point of view, the declaration of a national banking holiday was based on the authority given to the President by the Trading with the Enemy Act of &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF644;&#xF64A;. This was controversial, since at the time the United States was not at war.7&lsquo;President invokes law on hoarders&rsquo;, NYT, &#xF649; April &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;, p. &#xF644;.8FDR&apos;s First Fireside Chat, delivered over the radio on Sunday &#xF644;&#xF645; March, helped generate confidence in the government actions towards banks. See Friedman and Schwartz (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF649;&#xF646;) for a detailed account of this episode.9Executive Order no. &#xF649;&#xF644;&#xF643;&#xF645;. See Roosevelt (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF64B;, vol. &#xF645;, pp. &#xF644;&#xF644;&#xF644;-&#xF644;&#xF647;).10Roosevelt (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF64B;, vol. &#xF645;, pp. &#xF644;&#xF646;&#xF64A;-&#xF647;&#xF646;).11The Thomas Amendment gave the President three options to help increase commodity prices: devaluing the dollar, remonetizing silver at a ratio of &#xF644;&#xF649; to &#xF644; relative to gold, or issuing up to &#xF646; billion dollars of non-backed currency or greenbacks.12On &#xF644;&#xF64B; February &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF648;, the Supreme Court ruled for the government in what were known as &lsquo;the gold clause cases&rsquo;.13See Paslovsky (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;).14For a detailed analysis of the London Conference, see Edwards (&#xF645;&#xF643;&#xF644;&#xF64A;b).15Roosevelt (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF64B;, vol. &#xF645;. pp. &#xF645;&#xF649;&#xF647;-&#xF648;).16On &#xF647; July, immediately after Roosevelt&apos;s communiqu&eacute;, Keynes published an article in the Daily Mail where he congratulated the President for refusing to stabilize the exchanges in the short run. The article was titled &lsquo;President Roosevelt is magnificently right&rsquo;. Keynes wrote that &lsquo;international exchange management should be an essential part of the policy which he has in view&rsquo; (Keynes &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64B;&#xF645;, p. &#xF645;&#xF64A;&#xF648;).17Roosevelt (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF64B;, p. &#xF644;&#xF646;&#xF64A;). See Hausman et al. (&#xF645;&#xF643;&#xF644;&#xF649;) for a discussion on the farm channel in the US recovery from the Great Depression.18Warren and Pearson (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF648;). For an in-depth analysis of the work of George F. Warren and the gold-buying program, see of Sumner (&#xF645;&#xF643;&#xF644;&#xF648;, ch. &#xF64A;). For a discussion of Warren&apos;s ideas in the context of the policy views of the early &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF643;s, see Edwards (&#xF645;&#xF643;&#xF644;&#xF64A;a).19In that sense, in spite of some superficial similarities, the Warren view differed significantly from Irving Fisher&apos;s &lsquo;compensated dollar&rsquo; proposal. Warren and Pearson (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF648;, p. &#xF64C;&#xF647;); Fisher (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF644;&#xF646;).20Acheson (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF649;&#xF648;, pp. &#xF644;&#xF64A;&#xF64A;-&#xF64B;).21Executive Order no. &#xF649;&#xF645;&#xF649;&#xF644; may be found in Acheson (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF649;&#xF648;, pp. &#xF645;&#xF648;&#xF64B;-&#xF64C;). Interestingly, it is not in FDR&apos;s Public Papers compilation.22Roosevelt (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF64B;, vol. &#xF645;, p. &#xF647;&#xF645;&#xF649;).23In order to get around the fact that the official price of gold was still &dollar;&#xF645;&#xF643;.&#xF649;&#xF64A; an ounce, the RFC paid with its own discounted debentures, which were immediately bought by the Treasury at par. See Acheson (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF649;&#xF648;).24&lsquo;First gold buying puzzling to Paris&rsquo;, NYT, &#xF646; November &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;, p. &#xF64B;.25&lsquo;Fluctuations surprise the capital&rsquo;, NYT, &#xF644;&#xF643; November &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;, p. &#xF645;.26Formally, the program continued through January &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF647;, but there was only one price change: on &#xF644;&#xF649; January, from &dollar;&#xF646;&#xF647;.&#xF643;&#xF649; to &dollar;&#xF646;&#xF647;.&#xF647;&#xF648; per ounce. As I point out below, if I extend the period considered under the program, the results are virtually identical.27Since in &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646; (and until mid &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF649;) the franc was fixed to gold, the volatility of the dollar rate was equal to that of the dollar&ndash;gold rate.28Skidelsky (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64C;&#xF645;, p. &#xF647;&#xF64C;&#xF646;), emphasis added.29Keynes (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64B;&#xF645;, p. &#xF645;&#xF64A;&#xF648;), emphasis added.30See Keynes (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;a, ch. iv).31A &lsquo;chronological phase&rsquo; is not the same as a &lsquo;volatility regime&rsquo;. The former refers to changes in the extent of volatility through time, while the latter focuses on the structural characteristics of different regimes. It is possible that there are many different chronological changes, characterized by moves in and out of a smaller number of &lsquo;regimes&rsquo;.32Notice that in this comparison the devaluation of the pound on &#xF645;&#xF644; September &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF644; &ndash; which resulted in a negative spike equal to -&#xF643;.&#xF645;&#xF64A; &ndash; is part of the post-gold sample. If this specific observation is removed from the sample, and the analysis is started on &#xF645;&#xF64B; September, the standard deviation for the post-gold period becomes &#xF643;.&#xF643;&#xF645;&#xF644;&#xF64A;&#xF643;, slightly lower than that of the gold-buying program. In this case it is not possible to reject, with any of the four tests, the null hypothesis of equality of variance across these two periods.&nbsp; When other subperiods are compared to the gold-buying program, the results are similar.33See Hamilton (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64B;&#xF64C;), Hamilton and Susmel (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64C;&#xF647;).34Hansen (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64C;&#xF645;, &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64C;&#xF649;). See Edwards and Susmel (&#xF645;&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF644;) for a discussion of this test.35Immediately after September &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF644; heightened volatility was due to the fact that the UK came off gold. However, as shown in the section on the French franc, at that time the dollar&ndash;franc rate also experienced an increase in volatility.36Blum (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF648;&#xF64C;, p. &#xF644;&#xF645;&#xF644;); Jacob Viner Papers,&nbsp; box &#xF647;&#xF64C;, folder &#xF644;.37Einzig (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF64A;) reports weekly data for the one- and three-month forward contracts for a number of currencies.38As will be seen below (Section iv), there was also a regime switch in the dollar&ndash;franc rate in late &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF644;. In addition to the abandonment of the gold standard by the UK, this switch may have reflected other important events, including the debt moratorium instituted by President Hoover in June of that year, and the crisis of Austria&apos;s largest bank (the Credit Anstalt).39On &#xF649; March, newspapers across America announced the national banking holiday and the gold embargo on the front page. Most papers also carried, on the front page, reports that Hitler and the Nazis had won a majority in Germany&apos;s elections.40Notice that, since the franc was fixed to gold between late December &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF645;&#xF649; and September &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF649;, during this period dollar&ndash;franc volatility is equal to dollar&ndash;gold volatility.41Remember that since in &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF644; the franc was (firmly and credibly) fixed with respect to gold, volatility in the dollar&ndash;franc rate was equivalent to volatility in the dollar&ndash;gold rate. Eichengreen (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64C;&#xF645;) discusses in detail the dollar pressures during late &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF644; and early &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF645;. See also Edwards (&#xF645;&#xF643;&#xF644;&#xF64A;b).42Section &#xF644;&#xF643; (b) of the Act.43&lsquo;Attorney General&apos;s opinion on the gold bill&rsquo;, NYT, &#xF644;&#xF64B; January &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF647;, p. &#xF644;&#xF647;.44Bloomfield (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF648;&#xF643;) provides a detailed analysis of capital inflows during the interwar period.45Roosevelt (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF649;&#xF64A;, p. &#xF644;&#xF64B;&#xF646;).46Keynes (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64B;&#xF645;, p. &#xF646;&#xF643;&#xF648;). In the last section of the open letter Keynes stated that it was very important to lower the long-term interest rate to &#xF645;.&#xF648;&percnt;. He suggested that the Federal Reserve &lsquo;replace its present short-dated Treasury issues by purchasing long-dated issues in exchange&rsquo;.47Keynes (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64B;&#xF645;, p. &#xF646;&#xF644;&#xF645;). In March &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF647;, in a letter to Walter Case, he wondered whether FDR would devalue the dollar further in the next few months. Keynes (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64B;&#xF645;, pp. &#xF646;&#xF644;-&#xF646;&#xF645;&#xF643;).48The proposal proper is in chapters iv and v of the pamphlet.49On Bretton Woods and Keynes and Harry Dexter White&apos;s confrontations see, for example, Steil (&#xF645;&#xF643;&#xF644;&#xF646;).50Keynes (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF645;&#xF646;, p. &#xF644;&#xF64A;&#xF643;).51In The Means to Prosperity (Keynes &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;a) he acknowledged his change in views, when he wrote: &lsquo;It may seem odd that I, who have lately described gold as &ldquo;a barbarous relic&rdquo;, should be discovered as an advocate of such policy &hellip; [G]old has received such a grueling that conditions may be laid down for its future management&rsquo; (p. &#xF646;&#xF644;).52In an appendix to chapter iv he provided the quotas of gold notes that each of &#xF646;&#xF64C; countries would receive, under the assumption that the total issue was restricted to &dollar;&#xF648;,&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;,&#xF643;&#xF643;&#xF643;.53Keynes (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;a, p. &#xF646;&#xF643;; emphasis added). The gold notes were a precursor of the Bancor, the international currency he proposed in the &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF647;&#xF643;s. The quotations in this and the next paragraphs are from Keynes (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;a, chs iv and v).54Already in &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF645; a number of economists were critical of the Fed for not undertaking countercyclical policy. See Appendix i in Wright (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF645;). In mid &#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646; a group of Chicago economists made a more specific proposal for reforming the monetary system, which they sent to the Secretary of Agriculture Henry A. Wallace. This scheme was known as the&nbsp; &lsquo;Chicago Plan&rsquo;. See Tavlas (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF64C;&#xF64A;).55Keynes (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF646;a, p. &#xF645;&#xF643;).56Warburg (&#xF644;&#xF64C;&#xF646;&#xF647;, pp. &#xF644;&#xF644;&#xF644;-&#xF644;&#xF646;). On the London Conference, see Edwards (&#xF645;&#xF643;&#xF644;&#xF64A;b).
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